
GRADES 4 – 8
• From June 15 to December 18, 2015
• Guided Visit, 60 minutes   $12/PARTICIPANT
• Self-Guided Visit   $10/PARTICIPANT

SPECIAL OFFER
Make it a full day at the ROM.  
Enter discount code POMPEIIDAY  
to get $4 OFF/participant on any  
of our regular Guided Visits!

CURRICULUM LINKS:
Social Studies – Early Societies  
Science – Earth & Space Systems 
Visual Arts 
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SCHOOL 
VISITS

KINDERGARTEN – GRADE 8

Subscribe today to the ROM School Visits enewsletter  
at www.rom.on.ca/learn to receive the latest news on  
educational programming and special offers. 

Subscribe to “Royal Ontario Museum”.

Follow @ROMLearning and tweet about your visit!

BOOKINGS INCLUDE:
• Self-guided time in the ROM galleries
•  A FREE teacher pre-visit to prepare for  

your field trip

BOOK YOUR VISIT TODAY!
www.rom.on.ca/learn 
schoolv@rom.on.ca  |  416.586.5801 x1

THE ROM?
Curriculum linked

Exclusive hands-on experiences

Cross-curricular and STEM-based programs

Active engaged learning

Steps away from public transit  
and bus parking

All images unless otherwise noted © ROM, 2015.  
The ROM is an agency of the Government of Ontario.

ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM
100 Queen’s Park, Toronto ON M5S 26C

The once thriving  
city vanished from  
sight and remained  
undiscovered for centuries.

Explore extraordinary  
objects including exquisite  
mosaics and iconic body  
casts. Engage in hands-on  
activities to learn about  
the daily lives of Pompeians  
and how the deadly volcanic  
eruption changed their  
lives forever.
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SCIENCE
KINDERGARTEN 
Prehistoric Pals    
Travel back in time to meet extinct animals from 
the Ice Ages to the Age of the Dinosaurs using 
tactile objects, movement, and storytelling.

KINDERGARTEN – GRADE 3 
Amazing Stars       
Gaze at a spectacular star-filled sky in our  
Travelling Planetarium, share stories about  
the stars and constellations as told by various 
cultures, and touch specimens from space. 

Ways to  
experience 
the ROM
• Hands-on learning in our labs 

•  Guided Tours of our fascinating galleries

•  PLUS Self-Guided Visits to explore the ROM

Self-Guided Visits
Students can explore the ROM’s world-class  
collections at their own pace and under adult  
supervision. Focus students’ attention using  
the resources on the ROM Learning Portal.

$8/PARTICIPANT

Travelling Programs  
& Virtual Visits
Experience the ROM without leaving your school!

Rent a Travelling EduKit 
Touch objects and engage in classroom  
activities to support your teaching with  
a tactile, multisensory experience.

Step inside a Travelling Planetarium
Gaze at a spectacular star-filled sky  
to inspire wonder at our universe.

COMING SOON!
All-New Virtual Visits
Live web conferences with an experienced  
educator will connect your students with  
the ROM’s top-notch collection. Subscribe  
to the ROM School Visits enewsletter to be  
the first to know.

For more information,  
visit the ROM Learning Portal  

WWW.ROM.ON.CA/LEARN

…experiential hands-on learning that I 
can’t provide in the classroom.“ “

SOCIAL STUDIES
GRADE 3       
Communities in Canada, 1780 -1850       
Investigate how heritage, natural resources,  
and climate impacted the interactions between 
First Peoples and European settlers in our 
hands-on lab and galleries.

GRADE 4 
Early Societies: Egypt         
Touch authentic artifacts made thousands of 
years ago in our hands-on lab and explore our 
Egyptian gallery to learn about daily life and 
funerary customs. 

GRADE 5 
First Nations and Europeans  
in New France & Early Canada            
Tour the Canadian galleries and examine 
authentic objects in our hands-on lab to learn 
about the interactions between First Peoples 
and European settlers. 

GRADE 6 
Canada & the Global Community           
Learn about Canada’s interactions with the 
global community on major social, political, 
economic, and environmental issues in  
our galleries.  

HISTORY
GRADE 7 
Canada: New France and British 
North-America, 1713 -1850               
Examine real musket balls, strikers, spittoons, and 
more to learn about daily life in colonial Canada.

GRADE 8 
Canada:  A changing society, 1850 - 1914                 
What do a Suffragette card, a gold pan, and  
a Morse code sender have in common? Examine 
authentic objects to understand Canada’s history 
and changing society during this period.
Certains programmes sont offerts en français

Visit www.rom.on.ca/learn  
for full program listing.

The woman that guided us through the exhibits…liked children, spoke in a way that engaged the 
students, and knew how to speak about our course of study so that the students were mesmerized…“

“

My students were completely engaged in the learning. They have discussed their field trip throughout  
the year. It really was a life-changing experience for them.“ “

Guided Visits
90 MINUTES, $16/PARTICIPANT


